


Together we trade under the name.
Bitter Industries but the business'
within that we are individually; 
Bitter Threadz, Millie Subritzky-
Wright's vintage clothing brand.
G2G Store, also a vintage clothing
brand owned by Jasmine Allen.   
Lils visual, Olivia Platt a creative
film photography buisness.

Who are we?



In Febuary 2021 We created a
week long Valentine Day’s
celebration and thematically
decorated a temporary studio
space in the heart of Newtown.
We offered film and polaroid
styled photoshoot sets.

How we started.



During this event we invited local
artists to create a piece with a
Valentines theme to display in a
gallery space we set aside. We
believed it was important to share
our space with budding artists who
might not usually have the
opportunity to display their work
in a gallery.

Involving community.



Here's some feedback
from Clients and

artists that
participated in Love
Wonderland 2021;



"The ease that was created by all
individuals involved. My best friend and I
had never personally met any of the lovely
people involved, and were a bit nervous to
let go in front of strangers, but from the
jump, we felt so comfortable and at ease.
It’s such an important part of creating a
creative space, and it was executed
incredibly well. The space and backdrops
were so creative and the freedom they
allowed to create our own visions was
incredibly fun."
-Honey soul



"I cherish the photos and I left feeling
really jolly! Thank you so much."
-court

"Not only did it help me get over my my imposter
syndrome as an artist but also when I was
shooting it was so much fun. I loved playing
dress up and the team were so supportive."
-Jet



"The inclusive environment love wonderland fostered was the bees knees. It
was clear the curators were over the moon to be there & create magic w us-
that isn't always easy to come by. The dynamics of each set and inclusion of
local/handmade art was super touching, it really captured the energy of love

wonderland being a heartfelt community experience."
-G



So where are we now?
We have recently leased a 75m2 commercial

warehouse located in the inner city suburbs
of Sydney.



As it is newly acquired we will refit
over the coming weeks, to suit our

needs.

99 Moore St, Leichhardt, NSW,
2040



We plan on getting it ready
for opening on december 5th!



Though Love Wonderland was the
beginning we believe we have evolved
to encompass and incorporate more
than just photography and styling in
what we do. With this permanent
space, it will allow us to engage
more consistently with fellow
creatives through; workshops, more
creative photographic events and
above all else provide an affordable
multiuse space for our community. Pictured above is the

window into Love Wonderland
opening night.



30% in acquiring further
equipment including; high
resolution scanner for film
development, more studio
backdrops, a professional
strobe lighting kit and
chemicals for developing 35mm
fim.
20% for marketing for the
acquisition of new artists
into the space, education
workshops and our exhibition.
50% in rent subsidies for
artists.

If we got the seed capital funding how
would we spend it?


